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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Three graduating seniors, Amanda Davis , Gurjeet 
“Jeet” Guram and Meredith Ross, received the Steven N. 
Swanger and Algernon Sydney Sullivan awards during 
Awards Day on April 15 . 
Davis said she was really surprised when she received 
the Swanger Award. 
“I know people who have also received the award, it’s 
one of the biggest,” she said. “It’s exciting to be here with 
my best friend Meredith, and to leave your name at USC 
is cool.” 
Davis is originally from Charlotte, N.C., and during a 
tour at USC she fell in love with the campus. 
“When I got back home, my scholarship came in the 
mail, and I knew that it was a sign,” she said. 
The fourth-year English major spends her time working 
30 hours at a law offi ce downtown and 20-30 hours at 
the school’s newspaper. Davis has been with The Daily 
Gamecock since her freshman year, moving through the 
ranks over the years as columnist, copy editor, viewpoints 
editor, managing editor and editor-in-chief . 
“I spend more time than I should working at the 
paper,” Davis said. “I’m like a book nerd.” 
Davis said she will go to Teach for America in St. Louis 
for two years while working in elementary schools. After 
her two years, Davis said she’ll go wherever life takes her. 
“I had the best experience in the world at USC, and I 
learned much in and out of the classroom,” she said. “I’m 
not ready to leave.” 
Gurjeet “Jeet” Guram, a fourth-year baccalaureus 
student in the Honors school, said that he is honored to 
receive the Sullivan Award. 
“The award goes to extraordinary students, so to be 
in with that caliber is an honor,” Guram said. “A lot of 




RISE IN NUMBERS 
Julian Richelet grew up in a rural area near Belfort, France , and went to Paris to 
study at SciencesPo Paris . He is now a foreign exchange student attending USC. 
The Study Abroad Offi ce reported from a news release that there has been an 
increase of undergraduate exchange students attending USC. During the 2008-09 
school year, there were 54 exchange students. This year, that number increased to 74. 
Rachel Hardison, a Study Abroad advisor , works directly with the exchange 
students. Hardison is not sure why the number has increased, but she does know 
there is a pattern explaining it. 
“The amount of exchange students varies every year,” Hardison said. “Sometimes 
there are more students and some years there are less.” 
Richelet said he wanted to go to a “laid-back, sunny place, and truly ‘American 
campus.’” Popularity and availability are possible factors explaining the increase. 
Out of the 150 universities that Richelet could choose from, he said he is very happy 
with coming to USC. 
“Another thing I love here is the campus life, and the feeling of belonging to your 
school. Here you can meet so many people easily,” Richelet said. “It’s rarely the case 
in Paris.” 
Richelet admits his two college experiences have been radically different. 
Hardison said foreign students come for different reasons. Exchange students come 
for just a year or only a semester, whereas other international students come to get 
their degree. 
“It’s surprising that given the current economy, that there’s an increase of 
exchange students for the next year,” Hardison said. 
The heightened number of exchange students allows more regular USC students 
to study abroad because the study abroad offi ce can send more of them abroad on 
exchange. Since students pay tuition on in-state rates, exchange programs are more 
As participants in exchange programs continue
to increase, more overseas opportunities open
for those interested in USC study abroad 
Derek Legette
STAFF WRITER
Seniors Davis, Guram, Ross presented 
with Swanger, Algernon, University’s









The Gamecocks improve 
to 10-0 in midweek 
games as they win 4-2 
on the strength of Joe 
Mata’s pitching and two 
runs scored by Jackie 
Bradley, Jr.
See page 12
Twelve Carolina students 
showcased their musical 
ta lents wi th a var iety 
of per formances, with 
Candace Jordan winning. 
See page 8
Some of our columnists 
weigh in on whether the 
nuclear nonproliferation 
agreement is a good step 
for the US.






USC Idol Final Twelve
Log on to see photos from 
USC Idol’s finale Tuesday 
n ight — inc lud ing th is 
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International students Xin Zhang (left) and Yi Gwo (right) study at Thomas Cooper Tuesday. 
Awards ● 2
Exchange ● 2
Benjamin wins city’s vote
Courtesy of John Brunelli
 Amanda Davis, Gurjeet Guram and Meredith Ross, winners of 
the Steven N. Swanger and Algernon Sydney Sullivan award. 
Steve Benjamin will become Columbia’s next mayor after winning 
Tuesday’s runoff election against Kirkman Finlay . The local attorney 
replaces longtime mayor Bob Coble, who served for two decades .
Local media outlets reported shortly after 8 p.m. that Benjamin, who 
will become the city’s fi rst black mayor, had garnered 56 percent of the 
vote with 75 of 78 precincts reporting. Finlay came in with around 44 
percent of the tally .
Benjamin had previously defeated Finlay by about 800 votes (four 
percentage points) in the April 6 general election. Steve Morrison 
came in third with 29 percent of the vote . Dennis Lambries , a research 
associate at the University’s Institute for Public Service and Policy 
Research , said the large margin of victory surprised him.
“Some of the people I talked to thought it might be more like 4 or 5 
percentage points,” Lambries said. “Benjamin did a really good job of 
turning out voters.”
Voter turnout in the runoff election exceeded the turnout of the 
general election, something Lambries said is unusual. About 31 percent 
of Columbia’s registered voters came to the polls Tuesday, as opposed to 
27 percent in the general election . 
Lambries said it was too early to speculate how much former Morrison 
voters ended up infl uencing the runoff election. Morrison decided not 
too endorse either candidate.
Benjamin’s campaign centered around a long-term vision for Columbia, 
whereas Finlay concentrated on fi xing the city’s fi nancial problems.
“The citizens had clear choices in the two candidates and they have 
spoken,” Lambries said. “[Benjamin] will have a very positive impact. 
With a new mayor comes a different vision.”
Benjamin made promises during his campaign to restore funding for 
public safety, something Lambries said could prove problematic .
“That could cause some issues down the road because of the fi nancial 
situation the city is in,” Lambries said. “It’s going to be tough to follow 
through on restoring public safety funding.”
In the District IV council vote, Leona Plaugh narrowly defeated Tony 
Mizzell by less than 300 votes. 
 
Runoff election’s voter turnout exceeds expectations,
as former attorney takes Columbia’s City Hall, 
becoming city’s first black mayor
Jonathan Battaglia
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
C. Aluka Berry / The Associated Press
Steve Benjamin captured 56 percent of Tuesday’s runoff election votes, 
defeating Kirkman Finlay to become Columbia’s fi rst black mayor. 
Nuclear Arms
SLIDESHOW
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NATIONAL
and I would not have made it without 
them.” 
Coming from Columbia, Guram said 
he enjoys watching movies, running and 
spending time with friends and family. 
Since he has been at USC, he was one of 
the founding members of the Roosevelt 
Intuition and engaged in neuroscience 
research at the School of Medicine. 
He also studied abroad and interned 
i n  t he  Dom i n ic a n  Repub l i c  a nd 
Washington D.C., respectively. Guram 
was working at the American Enterprise 
Institute while in D.C. 
He  pl a n s  on  goi ng  to  H a r va rd 
Medicine School and wants to become 
a practicing physician and get involved 
with health policies. Guram said his 
experience at USC has been special. 
“I don’t know what I did to deserve 
such great friends and mentors, but I’m 
very glad that I decided to come here,” 
he said. 
Fourth-year political science student 
Meredith Ross was the other recipient of 
the Sullivan Award. 
“I was initially shocked by the news 
and the magnet ism of the award is 
amazing,” Ross said. “It means the world 
to me.” 
A native of Spartanburg, Ross said the 
political science department at USC is 
what attracted her to the school. 
“My older brother also went here and 
he said it was great,” she said. 
Ross’s interests include old movies, 
B r o a d w a y  t h e a t r e  a n d  s t u d e n t 
government. 
“I  love watch ing Turner Classic 
Movies,” she said, “and have a passion for 
the theatre.” 
Aside from being the former student 
body president, Ross was involved with 
the theatre community, Presbyterian 
Student Association, RHA and played 
a number of roles while in Student 
Government . Ross plans on moving to 
Phoenix, Ariz., for Teach for America. 
“It’ll be a big change, but it will be nice 
to see a different part of the country,” 
Ross said. 
She also sees herself going to law 
school in the future as well. In regards 
to her college career, Ross said it fl ew by. 
“I can’t imagine going anywhere else,” 
she said. “The Carolina experience really 
reverberates throughout your life, and 
the Gamecock part of you will never 
leave you.” 
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Awards ● Continued from 1
Exchange ● Continued from 1
affordable. 
“We’ve seen an increase of our students studying abroad over the past four to fi ve 
years, but last year it leveled off because of the economy,” Hardison said. “Still, more 
people are becoming interested in studying abroad because they see the benefi ts of 
it.” 
Hardison thinks having more exchange students here is very exciting because it 
brings culture to the campus. 
“The students coming here are exposed to our culture, and we get to see some of 
their traditions as well.“ 
Eighty students have already enrolled for Fall 2010, and since the number of 
exchange students for next semester has not be fi nalized, the number is expected to 
increase. 
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
South Carolina legislators failed Tuesday to override Gov. Mark Sanford’s veto of a bill allowing 
offi cers to search people on probation and parole without a warrant.
The House voted 58-53, falling 16 votes short of the needed two-thirds majority.
But House leaders say the bill is not dead. The vote could be reconsidered as early as Wednesday.
The measure would allow offi cers to bypass going to a judge for a warrant before searching 
a probationer or parolee on the street. The vehicle they’re in, whether they own it or are a 
passenger, and any of their possessions, such as a purse, could also be searched. The bill does not 
allow warrantless searches of homes.
“This is a tool for law enforcement to deal with repeat offenders,” said House Speaker Bobby 
Harrell, R-Charleston. “The intent is to be able to search people already shown to hurt others. 
People who have been convicted forfeited a number of rights when they committed the crime. 
This is one right that ought to be forfeited.”
Inmates would have to agree to the searches before they’re released or stay in prison for their 
full term.
“Frankly, I’d rather they stayed in prison anyway,” Harrell said, adding that offi cers know which 
released prisoners they want to keep tabs on.
But Sanford argued in his veto March 31 that he saw no evidence that giving law enforcement 
the additional authority would decrease crime or reduce repeat offenses. He argued the bill goes 
too far in allowing searches and seizures, and that protection from such is an essential safeguard 
of liberty.
GOP Rep. Mike Pitts, a retired offi cer, said he opposes the bill because it erodes civil liberties 
and the Fourth Amendment.
“It’s not the criminal I’m worried about. As an offi cer, I feel I already have plenty of tools in 
place,” said Pitts, R-Laurens. “The federal government is eroding my liberties fast enough without 
me aiding them on the state level.”
He said he worries about the other people who may be riding with someone on probation or 
parole and searched because of their association. And he said one stupid mistake, which may result 
in a sentence of probation, should not subject a young offender and their associates to continued 
search.
The executive director of the state chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union praised the 
vote, saying the bill is too broad.
“It’s casting a net too wide that captures too many people who don’t pose a threat to citizens,” 
said Victoria Middleton. “If we’re trying to bring down recidivism, we need to support people 
trying to re-enter communities. Taking away their right to privacy in a sweeping way doesn’t 
support that.”
The Senate voted 36-7 last week to override the veto. Tuesday’s vote marked a sharp drop in 
support from the House’s initial 81-26 vote in February to pass it. On that day, offi cers fi lled the 
House balcony.
“The level of importance wasn’t as clear as when they took that vote,” Harrell said. “I expect 
folks will be hearing from law enforcement back home.”
 
Sanford’s veto stands
 House fails to raise two-thirds majority needed to pass 
police search legislation dealing with those on parole, probation 
Seanna Adcox
Th e Associated Press
VISIT US @ www.dailygamecock.com
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OAKLAND, Calif. — Forget Hippie Hill. For thoroughly modern marijuana smokers in 
the San Francisco Bay area, the hip place to celebrate their movement’s high holiday this year 
was the inside of a stretch Hummer parked outside a pot gardening superstore
Marijuana legalization advocates across the country are expected to light up during 
Tuesday’s annual observance of 4/20, the celebration-cum-mass civil disobedience derived 
from “420” — insider shorthand for cannabis consumption.
IGrow, a 3-month-old cultivation equipment emporium, got a 24-hour jump, sponsoring 
a “420 Eve” festival Monday afternoon.
Several hundred revelers lined up outside the 15,000-square-foot shop — security guards 
kept them at bay until 4:20 p.m. — waiting for the chance to revel in marijuana’s rising 
commercial clout.
Inside the gates, they perused booths stocked with pipe-shaped lollipops and specialty 
fertilizers, entered a medical marijuana delivery service’s raffl e for an oversized joint and 
toured a 53-foot-long portable grow room with a starting price of $60,000.
“I wouldn’t have thought we would be able to consume on site,” marveled John Corral, 
19, of San Jose, after he obtained a wristband that gave him access to the event’s two 
“vapor lounges,” the one inside the Hummer and another inside a companion Range Rover 
limousine.
Marijuana use — medically and recreationally — is getting more attention these days, with 
California voters deciding in November whether to legalize the drug, and South Dakota 
voters considering this fall to allow its medical use. California and 13 other states already 
permit such use.
Most Americans still oppose legalizing marijuana, but larger majorities believe pot has 
medical benefi ts and the government should allow its use for that purpose, according to an 
Associated Press-CNBC poll released Tuesday.
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. — A.M. “Mac” Secrest, who as editor of a small-town South 
Carolina newspaper crusaded against Southern resistance to desegregation in the 1950s, 
has died. He was 86.
Secrest also served as a federal mediator throughout the Deep South during the civil 
rights struggles of the 1960s and taught at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill.
Secrest died Saturday at the University of North Carolina Memorial Hospital after 
complications from surgery for throat cancer, his son, David, said Tuesday.
“He was a true Southern gentleman who stood up for integration. He was very strong 
on humanitarian issues,” said Richard Cole, the former dean of the School of Journalism 
and Mass Communication at UNC-Chapel Hill. “He also was a very warmhearted and 
giving person who was loved and respected by his students.”
Secrest was the owner and publisher of The Cheraw Chronicle, a weekly in northeastern 
South Carolina. He criticized segregationists who followed a strategy of massive 
resistance after the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court decision on school integration in Brown v. 
Board of Education.
Secrest refused to be silenced, despite threats of violence, attacks on his home and 
menacing signs placed in his yard.
Author and journalist Hank Klibanoff, who co-wrote “The Race Beat: The Press, 
the Civil Rights Struggle and the Awakening of a Nation,” praised Secrest as “a rarity 
whose courageous editorial voice in the 1950s and 1960s revealed there were cracks in 
the bulwark of the segregationist South where rational and progressive thinking could 
survive.”
Klibanoff said Secrest “editorially challenged segregationist Southern editors who 
fi ercely advocated massive resistance, upheaval and opposition to the law.” By remaining 
civil and not engaging in personal attacks, Secrest retained the respect of the editors with 
whom he battled and kept the paper alive for 15 years, Klibanoff said.
When he was inducted into the UNC School of Journalism’s Hall of Fame in 2007, 
the school lauded Secrest for steadfastly maintaining his opposition to discriminatory 
practices advanced by Sen. Strom Thurmond of South Carolina and other segregationists 
of the era.
After selling the Chronicle, Secret taught journalism at Chapel Hill for fi ve years. He 
moved to North Carolina Central University in Durham in 1976 to help establish its 
Department of Communications and worked there for nine years until he retired.
Andrew McDowd Secrest Jr. was born Sept. 15, 1923 in Monroe, N.C. He graduated 
from Duke University in 1944 and earned a Ph.D. in history there in 1972.
During World War II, he served as an offi cer aboard the USS. Hammann, a destroyer 
escort. He and Ann Louise Eastman of Concord, N.H., married in 1948. After the war, 
Secrest worked for newspapers in New York state and in North Carolina, including The 
Laurinburg Exchange and The Charlotte News.
SAO PAULO — The detention of an 83-year-old priest in Brazil for allegedly abusing 
boys as young as 12 has added to the scandals hitting the Roman Catholic Church in Latin 
America, even as Chile’s bishops asked pardon Tuesday for past cases.
The allegations against Monsignor Luiz Marques Barbosa — and two other Brazilian 
priests — have made headlines throughout the world’s most populous Catholic nation and 
come amid accusations of sexual abuse by priests around the world.
The scandal erupted when Brazilian television network SBT last month broadcast a tape of 
Barbosa in bed with a 19-year-old that was widely distributed on the Internet.
The station said the video was secretly fi lmed in January 2009 and sent anonymously to the 
network. It was not clear if the 19-year-old, identifi ed as a former altar boy who had worked 
with Barbosa for four years, had previous sexual relations with the priest.
SBT reporters went to Barbosa’s house and confronted him. Asked if he ever abused boys, 
Barbosa said he could only answer such a question “in confession” and cut off the interview.
Brazil’s legislature launched a sex abuse investigation, which produced allegations that 
Barbosa molested boys. The elderly priest was detained late Sunday. Prosecutors will now 
decide whether to fi le child abuse charges.
Barbosa’s lawyer, Edson Maia, plans to seek his release from detention, citing the man’s 
advanced age and arguing he has a fi xed address and does not pose a fl ight risk, the newspaper 
O Estado de S. Paulo reported Tuesday.
Congressional investigators said more than 20 witnesses were called and some testifi ed 
Barbosa and two other priests in the same northeastern archdiocese had abused boys as 
young as 12, plying them with money, clothes and other gifts.
Bishop Valerio Breda of the Penedo archdiocese in the northeastern state of Alagoas said 
recently that all three priests had been suspended and that the church was conducting its own 




Advocacy groups gather for 4/20 observanceLeading segregation opponent passes at 86
Brazilian priest adds to Catholic abuse scandals 
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Summer School Financial Aid Applications Available On VIP
Summer School Financial Aid 
Application
     FINE MEDITERRANEAN FOOD
BRICK OVEN PIZZA
7001 St. Andrew Road
629 Main Street (803) 771 - 0515
Gyro Wrap
$ Fries 
— The Associated Press 
RHA
Capstone won the Residence Hall Cup, awarded Tuesday by RHA. The award was 
decided between Wade Hampton , Capstone and the Honors Residence Hall.
Final legislation proposed involved next year’s needs for all residence halls, whether 
it is new couches, tables or kitchen items. The proposed amount was $80,000, but RHA 
was able to go halfway with $40,000. These funds will cover the cost of new academic 
spaces, followed by kitchen spaces, lounge spaces and game spaces. The legislation was 
passed.
The newly elected Chief Offi cer of Sustainability Andrew Graczyk introduced his 
plan for next year which includes meeting with any on-campus group having to do with 
sustainability, meeting with the Division of Student Affairs and implementing new 
initiatives.
RHA’s “Take or Leave It” program was enforced to make sure on-campus residents 
donate any unwanted items at a nearby residence hall in order to stay sustainable and to 
lessen the amount of things students have to bring home.
This Tuesday, Women’s Quad will be hosting a barbecue from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
which is open to all residences of Women’s Quad. The Green Quad will also host “Do It 
In The Dark” this Thursday at the Learning Center from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. The event will 
offer free pizza, live music as well as Segway rides, plant potting and organic cooking 
demonstrations.
Capstone brings home Hall Cup
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Residence tops RHA news with win over Wade Hampton,
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WITHFREE DRINK STUDENT ID
In Columbia yesterday, there were more people out voting 
for the new mayoral candidate than has been seen before. About 
17,000 residents voted two weeks ago during the mayoral race, 
which was 4,000 more than in 2006 , and yesterday even more 
citizens were out voting. Every vote counted yesterday and with 
a tight run, Steve Benjamin is now the new mayor of Columbia . 
With the run-off between local attorney Steve Benjamin and 
city councilman Kirkman Finlay 
III , Benjamin won the race and 
will be Columbia’s first black 
mayor . 
Because of these two very 
qualifi ed candidates, the race was 
very tight. Benjamin barely took 
the lead, but he pulled through 
with about 1,500 votes more than 
Finlay when the polls coming in 
started to slow down.  
Both candidates had great 
platforms but very different priorities. Finlay was more about 
business and the economy and Benjamin had a comprehensive 
plan that included the arts, culture and environment . 
Finlay’s supporters stayed with his campaign because he 
knows a lot about Columbia’s fi nancial situation. Because of 
his strong views on business, there was a lot of criticism from 
the arts. People liked Finlay because of his spending habits and 
efforts to bring in more revenue rather than spending money 
all over Columbia. 
Throughout the race, Benjamin’s supporters really focused 
on his support for the environment. People believe that he 
will stop the pollution in Columbia as well as the city’s rivers. 
Supporters believe that Benjamin has more than just economic 
goals, but is also really involved with the arts and culture in 
Columbia. They believe in Benjamin’s ability to bring jobs to 
Columbia and boost the employment rates. 
Benjamin won this race simply because he wasn’t all about 
business. The people of Columbia voted for a mayor who isn’t 
just going to pop up more buildings while spending money out 
of people’s pockets. Benjamin has long-term goals to preserve 
the community of Columbia and work toward sustainable 
development. He is a family man and hopefully he will take the 
support of voters and go on to make Columbia a better place.  
There has been a lot of 
rhetoric recent ly coming 
from the Tea Partiers urging 
policy makers to return to 
the ideals of the Constitution. 
There are many shouts and 
signs exclaiming, “Read the 
Constitution!” Yet the Tea 
Partiers  seem to have ignored 
this document.
It ’s  a  sha me ,  bec au se 
the Constitution is a much 
lighter read compared to the 
thousand-some-odd-page 
health care bill. It’s got some 
good stuff, too, including the 
foundations of our nation. 
B u t  t h e 
Const it ut ion 
w a s  n o t 
a  p e r f e c t 
document. I f 
it were, there 
would not be 
27 amendments 
to it. In fact, 
10  o f  t h o s e 
amendments , 
t h e  B i l l  o f 
R ight s ,  were 
proposed even before they 
were signed into law. 
Even though it wasn’t an 
airtight document, wasn’t the 
primary thesis that democracy 
is the best means to provide 
the consent of the governed? 
Well, sort of. Despite the Tea 
Partiers’ consensus that the 
original Constitution was 
the epitome of freedom, the 
Founders imbedded measures 
to protect the intellectual 
elites from the masses. 
The most obvious example 
is the original Constitution’s 
s t i p u l a t i o n  t h a t  s t a t e 
legislatures elect senators. 
This was corrected by the 
17th A mendment  ,  which 
guaranteed the direct election 
of senators. Apparently, the 
Founders did not trust citizens 
enough to allow them to elect 
the t wo most inf luent ia l 
officials representing their 
respective states. Talk about 
undermining states’ rights. 
How about the executive 
branch, the enforcer of our 
laws? The president still isn’t 
selected by popular vote (see: 
Bush v. Gore). The Electoral 
College st il l decides, and 
according to the Constitution, 
the state electors retain the 
right to vote for whomever 
they choose, despite their 
states’ wishes. Also, states can 
choose how to allocate those 
electors. 
Though the Constitution 
was an awesome start for our 
nation, it wasn’t perfect. Being 
a strict constructionist carries 
the same problems as being a 
biblical fundamentalist. The 
original is always the best, but 
sometimes a re-examination 
can be a big improvement. 
We’ve come a long way since 
1789 .  
There’s a little hesitation about how home sales 
will change after the $6500-$8000 tax credit ends 
April 30 . Extended from November, Congress ruled 
that fi rst-time home buyers can receive up to $8000 
from the IRS if they purchase a home and are under 
contract by April 30 and close by June 30 . 
Also, they approved a $6500 tax credit to move 
up buyers who have owned a home for the past 
fi ve years and have used the home as their primary 
residence. 
Both of these deals have pushed real estate agents 
up in business, but what is going to happen when 
this tax credit is over? Will the home sales continue 
to rise or fall as they did a couple of years ago along 
with the economy? 
Since this is the home stretch and prime time 
for people to buy homes, especially those college 
students just graduating and looking for a home 
to purchase, home sales have skyrocketed. Even 
last year before the deadline in November of the 
tax credit, according to the National Association 
of Realtors two million previously owned homes 
were sold . Many believe that the current credits will 
trigger 1.5 million home sales . 
Not only are the sales of previously owned 
homes skyrocketing, but also sales for new homes 
are starting to boom. Home builders are even 
benefi tting from this tax credit as the new housing 
rose about 2 percent from February to March, 
according to an article from The State . That was 
the highest since fall 2008 before the real estate 
market crashed. 
It’s great that new home buyers have this high tax 
credit to rely on, but the repeat-home buyers deal 
was put in there to please those who want to buy 
another home and not to put a spotlight on those 
first home buyers. And the National Association 
of Home Builders predicts that home sales will 
increase to more than 180,000 and 
will add 211,000 construction jobs . 
So, as we see an increase in home 
sales and the real estate market 
reviving itself to how it was in fall 
2008, the real question will be if the 
market stabilizes after this tax credit. 
The majority of people move during 
the summer; after the credit ends 
in April, there will still be enough 
people who want to buy homes over 
the summer. 
Also, with the job market picking 
back up, more people will be getting 
jobs and relocating, so the market will stay steady, 
allowing agents to get higher sales. 
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CORRECTIONS
If you fi nd an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us 
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the 
correction in our next issue.
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s 
V i ew p o i n t s  p a g e  i s  to  s t i m u l a te 
discussion in the University of South 
Carol ina community. A l l  publ ished 
authors are expected to provide logical 
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages 
readers to voice opinions and offers three 
methods of expression: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and feedback on 
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be 
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words 
in length and include the author’s name, 
year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and 
USC faculty members to submit guest 
co lumns. Columnists should keep 
submissions to about 500 words in 
length and include the author’s name and 
position. Guest columns are limited to 
three per author per semester. 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense submissions for length 
and clarity, or not publish at all. 
All submissions become the property 
of  The Da i ly Gamecock and must 




















Home sales increase with tax credit extension
End of government support 
will reveal true status 
of market, economy’s stability
Document provides 
strong foundation 




















About The Daily Gamecock
The Daily Gamecock is the 
editorially independent student 
newspaper of the University of 
South Carolina. It is published 
daily during the fall and spring 
semesters and nine times during 
the summer with the exception 
of university holidays and exam 
periods. Opinions expressed in 
The Daily Gamecock are those 
of the editors or author and not 
those of the University of South 
Carolina. 
Th e Board of Student 
Publications and 
Communications is the 
publisher of The Daily 
Gamecock. Th e Department 
of Student Media is 
the newspaper’s parent 
organization. The Daily 
Gamecock is supported in part 
by student-activity fees. One 
free copy per reader. Additional 
copies may be purchased for $1 
each from the Department of 
Student Media.
CONTACT INFORMATION
Offices located on the third floor of the Russell House
Editor:  gamecockeditor@sc.edu
News:   sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Viewpoints:  sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu
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OPINION GRAB BAG 
Columnists weigh in on whether there are any 
benefi ts to reducing nuclear stockpiles 
I think that reducing the amount of 
nukes would certainly set an example for 
the rest of the world; however, if everyone 
else is going to have them, then so should 
we. They may come in handy someday. 
It’s like the classic playground theory: if 
some one throws a rock at you, you don’t 
retaliate by throwing a leaf in their face. 
You go and fi nd a bigger, heavier rock. If 
we reduce our nuke supply we’ll be more 
vulnerable.
— Lauren Hadley
Besides scoring political points for the 
president, I don’t think that reducing the 
amount of nukes makes us safer. Whether 
it’s 10,000, 5,000 or 1,000, we still have 
enough bombs to blow each other to 
oblivion. I agree with Kenneth Waltz 
that a world with nukes is better than one 
without. If mutually assured destruction is 
a possibility, countries are more likely to 
talk it out than go to war.
— Ryan Quinn
Of course, any reduction is a step 
toward a nuclear-free world, something 
for which we should all strive. But is this 
the best time to achieve that? Those 
countries who wish to become nuclear 
powers aren’t going to suddenly realize 
the errors of their ways by our charitable 
actions. I don’t know where the U.S. got 
the idea that the nations who want to 
antagonize us will be won over by this 
reduction. There is a benefit, sure. But 
there is also a time and a place, and we are 
not in it.
— Michael Lambert
Reducing the amount of nuclear 
stockpiles will only make us weaker. We 
shouldn’t f launt the nukes we have to 
other nations, but we should have them 
just in case we ever have to use them. We 
are a strong nation, but right now times 
are weak; with issues such as the war still 
going on and China practically owning us, 
we need to prepare ourselves for anything. 
And if we throw away our nukes and 
become nuclear-free, it will only make 
us weaker and seem more vulnerable for 
attack. 
— Marilynn Joyner 
Reducing the amount of nuclear 
stockpiles is certainly an admirable idea. 
If anything, the most immediate effect 
would be to create a greater feeling of 
safety among citizens throughout the 
world. Aside from this, it also shows the 
U.S. and Russia trying to set the tone 
by reducing their nuclear arms, hoping 
to make an example that other countries 
will follow. Despite this, there is no sure 
way to know that if the U.S. reduces 
their nuclear stockpiles other countries 
will, too. With this in mind, we may 
be allowing ourselves to become more 
vulnerable in the face of hostile nations. 
There are two sides to every situation, 
and in this situation, it all comes down to 
what will have the greater positive effect: 
setting an example that will hopefully 
reduce nuclear armaments worldwide, or 
assuring our security due to our nation 
having the biggest and baddest guns.
— Michael Wunderlich 

The Top 12 contestants of USC Idol, 
each with different majors, musical 
backgrounds and genres, faced off at 
last night’s finale in the Russell House 
Ballroom.
Candace Jordan,  a  second-year 
psychology student, was the victor in the 
competition, which had been narrowed 
down to 12 finalists after two rounds 
of auditions. Performing India.Arie’s 
“Ready For Love,” she wooed the 
audience with her powerful, but “smoky 
lower tones.” 
“That was quite literally awesome,” said 
judge Emily Davis, Assistant Director 
of Orientation and Testing Services, 
following Jordan’s performance. “You 
held this audience captive from the start.”
Jordan, who won second place in 
last year’s USC Idol, was a clear crowd 
favorite, and with fi rst place she will have 
the opportunity to sing the National 
Anthem at a baseball game later this 
season.
“I think I did really well,” said Jordan. 
“I forgot the words at the end, but no one 
noticed, so it’s OK.”
Ned Durrett, a second-year English 
student, took second place with an amped-
up acoustic performance of his original 
song “All is Bright.” Affectionately 
introduced by the Carolina Productions 
staff as “our very own Ron Weasley with 
the fi ery red hair,” he won the audience 
over from the start with his guitar and 
soulful sound.
“I really liked the lyrics, and your 
emotional delivery,” said judge Edgar 
Santana, Creative Director of Student 
Media, following Durrett’s performance. 
“It’s such an intimate song; it sounds kind 
of like you’re talking to your wife.”
Durrett, who has performed at New 
Brookland Tavern and the White Mule, 
is in USC’s University Chorus, and he is 
auditing a couple of classes through the 
School of Music. 
“Getting to play and sing in front of a 
ton of people has been the best part,” said 
Durrett. “I love performing in front of 
people, and I do it as often as I can.”
Kendr ick Mar ion,  a  t h i rd-year 
business student, won third place with 
his beautiful rendition of John Legend’s 
“Ordinary People.” Marion, who has 
been singing since he was 5 years old, 
did Legend justice with a good tone and 
interpretation of the classic. 
“Forget John Legend. How about 
Kendrick Legend? It was gorgeous,” 
Davis said. 
With a huge fan following, Marion 
also did an amazing job at pulling his 
audience in with his voice, stage presence 
and song choice.
“You have a really nice, animated face,” 
said judge Walter Cuttino, Associate 
Professor Tenor at the School of Music, 
following Marion’s performance. “It 
translated into an amazing vocal energy.”
The competition, which was judged by 
Davis, Santana and Cuttino, showcased a 
wide variety of student talent outside of 
the top three as well.
First-year pre-med student Marilyn 
Hall opened up the night with an a 
capella performance of “Ave Maria,” the 
only contestant not to use a back track or 
instrument. Veronica Grilli, a fi rst-year 
visual communications student, rocked 
out with Carrie Underwood’s “Cowboy 
Casanova” and fourth-year exercise 
science student Julia Petty slowed it down 
with Lady Antebellum’s “Never Alone.”
“The best part is just knowing that I’ve 
put myself out there,” Petty said. “Other 
than singing in the car and the occasional 
wedding, I don’t think there’s anything 
further I’d like to do.”
USC Idol was an out standing 
representation of all the different 
musical ta lents on campus, and 
it succeeded at making the show 
enjoyable for music fans across the 
board. 
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“When you live in hysteria, people start 
thinking emotionally.” 
— John Mellencamp 
‘KICK-ASS’ NEW FACE OF SUPERHERO MOVIES
Comedy blurs funny, offensive elements,
satirizes cultural infatuation with heroes 
Colin Campbell 
STAFF WRITER
Chris Pizzello / AP Exchange
Students belt it out at Idol fi nale
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu




Candace Jordan takes 
top spot with performance 
of ‘Ready for Love’
Chloe Gould 
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Students cheer on performers during the USC Idol fi nale, which took place in the Russell House Theatre Tuesday night.
Keri Goff / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Candance Jordan (above) won the 
competition with a performance 
of “Ready for Love” by India.Arie.
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
What do you get when you combine “Spiderman,” “Superbad” 
and Nicolas Cage? While many thoughts may initially come to 
mind, co-writer/director Matthew Vaughn’s “Kick-Ass” will 
have you laughing your ... well, you’ll be laughing. An action 
comedy that is not quite what one would fi rst expect, the movie 
prompts a fundamental question: What does it take to be a 
superhero?
That’s precisely what Dave Lizewski (Aaron Johnson), a quiet, 
teenage comic book lover, asks himself when he falls victim to a 
mugger and decides that he’s going to take action. 
Ignoring his lack of any super-power whatsoever, he buys a 
green wetsuit on eBay and hits the streets. His fi rst encounter, a 
fi ght against two men trying to steal a car, ends in an ambulance 
ride to the hospital after being stabbed, stumbling into the street 
and then being hit by a car.
Not to be discouraged, Dave keeps at it. When a video of him 
protecting a man from a gang of attackers and dubbing himself 
“Kick-Ass” is uploaded to YouTube, he becomes an overnight 
sensation, with news broadcasts and talk shows devoting time 
to him as well as comics and all kinds of other merchandise 
sprouting up left and right.
Before he knows it though, his new crime-fi ghting hobby 
leads to run-ins with both the mob and other super heroes. 
Big Daddy (Nicolas Cage), sporting a Batman-esque mask and 
cloak, is an ex-cop with a sense of humor and an uncontrollable 
vengeance against the mob boss who framed him and sent him 
to jail. 
His daughter, Hit-Girl (Chloe Moretz), is an 11-year-old 
whose shockingly dirty mouth is second only to her killer 
instinct, and Red Mist (Christopher Mintz-Plasse), an 
unorthodox sidekick with a sweet ride, is not all he seems.
The fi lm’s strength lies in its characters. Scenes featuring 
Cage and Morentz developing their father-daughter bond make 
for some of the most hilarious parts. In their fi rst scene, Cage 
points a gun right at Morentz’s heart in what appears will be a 
psychotic murder-suicide.
Explaining unemotionally to an even more strikingly un-
phased little girl that the bullet won’t hurt for long and will feel 
like being punched in the chest, he shoots. What at fi rst seems 
beyond shocking for any kind of civil entertainment becomes an 
uneasy gag when she stands up and removes the fragment from 
her vest, revealing it all as a drastic training stunt.
Since its release, “Kick-Ass” has raised lots of eyebrows. 
The fi lm is rated “R” for “strong brutal violence throughout, 
pervasive language, sexual content, nudity and some drug 
use — some involving children,” and it has stirred up lots of 
controversy over some of the specific lines and scenes in it, 
specifi cally those involving Moretz.
With “Kill Bill”-level gore and profanity run amok (especially 
when both involve a young girl), the film at certain points 
crosses the line of acceptance and makes viewers re-evaluate 
their comfort level. 
As the movie develops, this line between incredibly funny and 
extremely offensive defi nitely gets more and more blurred. For 
the most part, however, if one takes the controversial material 
for what it’s worth in the bigger picture, the fi lm is a fresh take 
on the comedy and superhero genres and should be appreciated 
as such. 
★ ★ ★★  out of ✩✩✩✩✩ 
Director: Matthew Vaughn 
Starring: Aaron Johnson, Nicolas Cage, Chloe 
Moretz
Run Time: 117 minutes
Rating: R for brutal violence throughout, 
pervasice language, sexual content, and 
some drug use — some involving children
Kick-Ass 
NOW IN THEATERS




“The Lovely Bones” 
“The Young Victoria” 
“My Life to Live” 
“Summer Hours” 
“Peacock” 
“Merlin: The Complete First Season” 
“Xena: Warrior Princess — Season One” 
CD
“Glee: The Music — The Power of 
Madonna” — Glee Cast 
“Crimson, White & Indigo” — Grateful Dead 
“Tears, Lies, and Alibis” — Shelby Lynne 
“Country Music” — Willie Nelson 
“I Am What I Am” — Merle Haggard 
“Iron Man 2” Soundtrack — AC/DC 
“Cold Day Memory” — Sevendust 
“All Days Are Nights: Songs for Lulu” — 
Rufus Wainwright 
 
Courtesy of reviewstl.com Courtesy of ramascreen.com
Courtesy of mycrazymusicblog.comCourtesy of newmusicmonth.com
VISIT US @www.dailygamecock.com
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end of school
POOL PARTY
April 23rd 11am to 6pm
Come check out
all of our renovations and 

























$200 Visa Gift Card 4 
Bedroom Sign On Bonus




*Saturdays and Sundays only
60 Minute Stress Reduction Facial
 60 Minute Stress Reduction Massage
$45
$35
April is National Poetry Month, and what better time to 
spend on meter? It’s diverting to compose those limericks 
about studying till dawn or a rhyming couplet about how 
frustrated you are at your grades. The poetry world offers 
a wide of variety of subjects ranging from serious to silly to 
help cope with the end-of-semester crunch.
For anyone who was ever a kid, you must have at least 
heard of Shel Silverstien, author of the poetry books such as 
“Where the Sidewalk Ends” and “Falling Up.” His poems 
are marked by their absurdity and outlandish pen-and-ink 
drawings that illustrate his work. 
They are often easy to memorize and follow no particular 
rhyme scheme, with funny subjects like “A Boy Named 
Sue.” The poem is about a boy, named Sue, who’s forced to 
deal with the awful name his father gave him. Or “It’s Dark 
In Here,” about a poet who is eaten by a lion; the poem is 
written from inside its stomach.
The lyrical quality of the poems follows after the famous 
children’s author Lewis Carroll and his poem “Jabberwocky,” 
which is the story of an unnamed protagonist struggling 
with a mythical creature. It’s littered with nonsense words, 
but still follows all the dark elements of reality that are seen 
in many of his stories and poems. Part of Carroll’s irony is 
that only when you are an adult do you recognize exactly 
how sinister these tales really are.
For those who prefer more adult-oriented poems, John 
Updike offers a wide selection. His poems focus on the 
common man and fantastical journeys, like his poem 
“Burning Trash.” This poem laments what the protagonist 
feels in his average life and the uncertainty of the future; 
his only two comforts are nature and burning trash. It is an 
understanding of the pain of how we never know what lies 
ahead and the only comforts can come from what surrounds 
us for brief moments in time. 
His poem “On the Road” discusses the never-ending 
journey of the businessman and the dissatisfaction of being 
on the road. The lines are raw, with an unsympathetic glance 
at the modern businessman, describing his polished shoe as 
something “that signifi es killer intent” or the hotel room 
TV remote as something that “waits by the bed like a suicide 
pistol.” 
For a more contemporar y poet , there’s Wislawa 
Szymborska, a female Polish poet who famously was awarded 
the Noble Prize in literature. Her defi ning poem is “The 
Terrorist, He Watches.” The poem is about an unnamed 
terrorist waiting for a bomb to go off and his inhuman 
observations, or rather his unemotional attachment, to the 
human lives that he will soon destroy. It has the unnerving 
quality of suspense in knowing something will happen and 
the power and madness that is behind it. Her poems center 
on coming to terms with the duality and heartache of human 
life, with much focus on the daily rituals juxtaposed against 
horrifi c events like wars.
Remember to check out National Poetry Month and get a 
poem a day via e-mail from poets.org. 
UNDER THE COVER
National Poetry Month 
perfect time to rhyme 
Classic artists like Silverstein, Carroll 
ideal antidotes for late-semester stress
Katie Crocker
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock
PhD ● By Jorge Chan
Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock
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Calendar of Events
The Scene
TH E MAINE, CARTEL, ARTIST VS POET AND STEREO 
SKYLINE
6 p.m. doors, $15 in advance, $18 day of show
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
A R IES   A s  ca ref u l ly 
as you have def ined each 
responsibility, you discover 
that some people didn’t take 
notes. Review details privately 
to support the whole team.
TAURUS   You almost 
have all the personal details 
figured out. There’s one last 
thing: You have to let everyone 
in on the plans.
GEMINI  To wrap your 
mind around a problem, let 
your thoughts wander where 
they may. Take note. Then 
formulate a solution.
CANCER  If you keep 
your eye on the prize and 
adjust your demands to suit 
the group, progress will be 
made without addit ional 
stress.
LEO  Just about anything 
you do today will work out 
nicely. Consider balancing 
public appearances with a 
private fi nancial conversation.
V I R G O   S o m e o n e 
s t re s se s  out  over  f au lt y 
communication equipment. 
Resor t  to old-fa sh ioned 
telephones. They may be 
retro, but they still work.
L I B R A   Ta l k  o v e r 
any major decisions with 
co-workers. Devise a plan 
that reduces st ress while 
accomplishing the desired 
changes.
SCORPIO  The beauty 
of having good luck today is 
that others fi nd you especially 
clever. They don’t realize 
you’re just winging it. Keep 
them in the dark.
S A G I T T A R I U S 
Responsibilities take you into 
a public forum, where you 
analyze confusing situations 
and make recommendations 
based on experience.
C A P R I C O R N
Everything remains on an 
even keel. You’ve scoped out 
the details in advance and 
know exactly what needs to 
happen. Isn’t it great?
AQUARIUS  Don’t get 
agitated if some things don’t 
go your way. View issues as 
opportunities to gain ground 
or grow a new skill.
PISCES  You wish you 
could have it your way, and 
you’re tempted to ignore an 
older person’s instructions. It 
would be much easier to adjust 
your desires to suit others.
TODAY 
SAM THACKER AND JASON DALTON 
8 p.m., $6 in advance, $8 day of show
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.
OFFBE AT:  THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE ART 
EXHIBITION 
10 a.m. - 5 p.m., free
The Spears Music and Art Center, 1301 
Columbia College Dr.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE’S “THE WINTER’S 
TALE” 
8 p.m., $16/ $10 students
Drayton Hall Theatre, 1214 College St.
TOMORROW
POSTCARD FICTION, FURTHER ROOM, WILL 
DIVIDE AND FULL COLOR FOOTAGE 
7:30 p.m. doors, $5 over 21/ $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
FISH TANK 
5:30 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.
VISTA AFTER FIVE 
5 p.m., free
Jillian’s, 800 Gervais St.
What: Offi cial USC Ring Pick Up 
When: 9 a.m.
Where: Russell House Lobby




What: Hip Hop Wednesday
When: 11 a.m.
Where: Greene Street
What: Student Senate Meeting
When: 5 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 322/326




What: Margaret Downey — 
Exposing the Discrimination of the 
Boy Scouts
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: Callcott, Room 011
What: Wakeboarding Club Meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 205
What: Golf Club Meeting
When: 8:30 p.m.
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43 Sound of locks
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6 “More than I
need to know!”
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32 Over
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Coming in with a 0-4 record and a crooked 
8.10 ERA, USC Upstate starter Gaither 
Bumgardner didn’t look like much of an 
obstacle for South Carolina on paper. 
They don’t play baseball games on paper, 
though. 
Bumgardner did take the loss, yielding 
four runs and seven hits over 5.1 innings of 
work, but save his abbreviated sixth inning, the 
Fort Lawn native was a formidable foe for the 
Gamecock bats. 
“You’ve got to give credit where credit’s due,” 
said USC outfielder Jackie Bradley Jr., who 
went 2-4 with two runs scored. “The pitcher 
made some great pitches, and we were fi nally 
able to get to him later on in the innings.” 
Throwing a tailing fastball and a shifty 
offspeed pitch, Bumgardner held USC within 
90 feet for most of the night, inducing 10 
groundball outs. 
“He was throwing a two-seamer. It was kind 
of getting away,” Bradley said. “I think he was 
getting a lot of people out on the front foot 
with his changeup as well.” 
USC coach Ray Tanner said that, despite 
Bumgardner’s season line and Upstate’s 13-28 
mark entering the game, he expected a nip-
and-tuck game. 
“It was just what I expected,” Tanner said. 
“I know their record’s not good, but they’ve 
played a lot better baseball [of late]. They’ve 
been winning some games, getting a lot of 
hits. I just knew this was going to be anybody’s 
game, and it was. I thought Bumgardner threw 
well for them. 
“There was some pressure on us, but thank 
goodness we were able to tack on some runs.” 
Holmes knocked out: Austin Liput knocked 
Colby Holmes out of the game in the fourth 
inning — literally. 
Liput’s line drive single up the middle hit off 
of Holmes’ right hand, forcing the freshman 
hurler to leave the contest. Holmes will have an 
X-ray and see a physician at some point today 
for a potential break of the fifth metacarpal 
bone. 
“He took a pretty good shot,” Tanner said. 
There is some fear that the bone may be 
broken. 
“It could be,” Tanner said. “If it is, the doctor 
just told me that that’s a pretty quick recovery, 
but I don’t know exactly what that means. If 
you’re hurt, you’re going to miss some bullpens, 
so that’s going to set you back.”  
Walker debuts in left: Christian Walker, by 
trade a corner infi elder and designated hitter, 
made a rather unspectacular debut in left fi eld. 
The freshman saw no action in the fi eld and 
grounded out to the shortstop twice, although 
the second one drove in Bradley for Carolina’s 
fi rst run of the night. 
“Walker’s been taking some fl y balls in left,” 
Tanner said. “He played there some in high 
school, not a lot of experience, but we kept him 
kind of deep and gave him a couple of at-bats.” 
Wingo helps the cause: Brody Greer’s 
RBI single for Upstate in the fourth inning 
didn’t mean much in terms of Tuesday night’s 
ultimate outcome, but at the time, it may have 
resulted in the play of the game. 
Greer hit a chopper in the hole between 
fi rst and second base. USC fi rst baseman Nick 
Ebert dove for it, but the ball took a weird 
bounce, getting over Ebert’s head and into 
right fi eld, bringing home Tyler Cook. 
USC second baseman Scott Wingo backed 
up the play, though, managing to get to the ball 
and fi re an off-balance throw home, holding 
Liput at third and preventing a 3-0 Spartan 
lead. 
“It was (a big play),” Tanner said. “I wasn’t 
sure where he might go with that, and I wasn’t 
sure the runner was going to hold. It was a 
good play.” 
Midweek perfection: With the win, Carolina 
improved to a cool 10-0 in midweek games 
this season. The Gamecocks went 14-5 in the 
midweek last season. 
Tanner isn’t getting excited about that stat, 
though. 
“We’ve got four midweeks left, so we still 
have got time to lose a few,” he joked.
Pitching and defense were the themes of the night as 
South Carolina defeated USC Upstate 4-2 on a rainy 
Tuesday night at Carolina Stadium. 
Pitcher Jose Mata was superb in long relief. The Miami 
Lakes, Fla., native went 4.2 innings after starter Colby 
Holmes was knocked out the game with a wrist injury. 
Mata faced 17 batters, had two strikeouts and only gave 
up two hits in the contest for a bullpen that has been 
pitching very well as of late. 
“I was just throwing a lot of sinkers, keeping it in the 
zone,” Mata said. “Luckily my defense played well for me. 
I think we all have confi dence in each other that whoever 
is in there can do the job. We’ve been working hard, and 
luckily it’s been paying dividends.” 
His skipper agreed.
“Mata did what he has done a couple of times for 
us,” coach Ray Tanner said. “He went in and gave us a 
chance.” 
Center fi elder Jackie Bradley, Jr. was the offensive spark 
Tuesday night, ending up with two singles. Bradley used 
his speed to get around the bases and scored two runs, 
including the go-ahead run in the sixth. 
“It’s defi nitely progress, just trying to keep it simple,” 
Bradley said. “See the ball, hit the ball. I know what I can 
do.” 
The Spartans struck first, taking advantage of a hit 
batsman and RBI single by Brian Dempsey to make the 
game 1-0 in the top of the third inning. The very next 
inning, Holmes was taken out of the game after he was 
struck by a rocket off of Austin Liput. Mata came in to 
relieve him and allowed a sacrifi ce fl y to make the score 
2-0. USC added a run of its own in the bottom half of 
the inning. After Bradley singled to lead off the inning, 
Jeffery Jones smacked a line drive down the right fi eld 
line to push Bradley to third. Christian Walker then put 
Bradley across the plate with a grounder to the shortstop. 
“We wanted to push across a couple runs,” Bradley said. 
“You never know with the weather, so there was a sense 
of urgency” 
As the rain started to pour harder in the bottom half 
of the fi fth, Robert Beary led off the inning with a single 
up the middle. Beary advanced to third on a sacrifice 
bunt by Bobby Haney and then a ground ball by Scott 
Wingo. In the next at-bat, Beary took advantage of the 
wet conditions and scored on a wild pitch to tie the game 
at two apiece. 
“The catcher and the pitcher went for the ball,” Tanner 
said. “So I said that he had a chance. It was a great 
decision. You can’t coach that. He’s got some baseball 
instincts.”
The Gamecocks picked up two more runs in the sixth, 
starting with an RBI double by fi rst baseman Nick Ebert 
that scored Bradley from third. Adrian Morales then 
skied a ball to center fi eld so Evan Marzilli could hustle 
home on the sacrifi ce fl y. 
No insurance runs were needed on the night, as Ethan 
Carter was lights out in the closer’s role. Carter struck 
out two batters in the ninth with his strong fastball and 
good changeup. 
With the NFL schedule being released last night, we 
take a look at the season’s most intriguing matchups.
Week 1: Minnesota @ New Orleans 
The rematch of last season’s NFC Championship Game 
pits two teams with early eyes on the playoffs. The question 
now is whether Brett Favre will be under center for the 
Vikings in week one.
Week 2: New York @ Indianapolis 
Anytime the Manning brothers play one another, 
it’s an exciting game. The Giants are looking to 
rebound from a tough season, while the Colts 
are among the favorites to win the 
AFC.
Week 3: Atlanta @ 
New Orleans 
In the biggest game of the 
year in the NFC South, the 
Falcons and Saints will 
square off in a clash of 
the two favorites in the 
division.
Week 4: Washington @ Philadelphia 
What else is there to say? Donovan McNabb returns 
to the City of Brotherly Love to take on the Eagles that 
kicked him to the curb.
Week 7: New England @ San Diego 
Will the Patriots’ slide from the ranks of the elite 
continue this season? We’ll soon fi nd out when they take 
on one of the best teams in the AFC in the Chargers, who 
are led by gunslinger Phillip Rivers. 
Week 11:  Indianapolis @ New 
England 
Much like when he plays his brother, anytime 
Manning takes on Tom Brady, the matchup draws 
interest. New England gets a shot at redemption 
after its questionable fourth-down call in 
last season’s shootout.
Week 12: New Orleans @ Dallas 
For the fi rst time in a long time, the Cowboys seem to 
actually play something worth a crud on Thanksgiving 
Day. Dallas’ clash with the Saints could actually provide 
NFL fans with a Turkey Day game worth watching.
Week 17: Miami @ New England 
NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell made sure the fi nal 
week of the season featured intriguing matchups. The 
Dolphins and the Patriots are far from the only teams 
playing divisional games in the fi nal week. 
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Mata pushes USC to win
Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Jose Mata allowed just two hits and a walk in 4.2 innings.
Relief pitching, Bradley’s spark lead 
Gamecocks over USC Upstate
Chris Bilko
STAFF WRITER
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu




Bradley leads charge in Carolina victory
Despite unintimidating record, 
Bumgardner pitches well 
until USC sixth-inning rally  
Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Jackie Bradley Jr. scored two runs in Tuesday night’s home victory against USC Upstate.
Top 10 NFL matchups of 2010
Chris Cox
SPORTS EDITOR
Courtesy of The Associated Press Courtesy of The Associated Press
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
1. South Carolina (No change)
All the fuss this week is over how good Arkansas is, but the 
level of competition in USC’s and AU’s series victories was vastly 
different. The Gamecocks took two of three from a nationally 
ranked Mississippi squad , while the Hogs swept lowly Georgia. 
USC gets the nod as the top team for the second straight week.
SEC Baseball Power Rankings
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
2. Arkansas (Up 1)
The Razorbacks can thank Georgia for their easy series 
sweep over the weekend, which allowed the Hogs to take over 
sole possession of fi rst place in the conference. But AU, led by 
National Player of the Year candidate Zack Cox, will truly be 
tested at Florida this weekend .
3. LSU (Down 1)
The Tigers managed to sweep reeling Alabama over the 
weekend, but it was tougher than expected. The Bayou Bengals 
had to win a 9-7 shootout on Saturday before coming from 
behind and taking the series fi nale 6-5 in 14 thrilling innings. 
4. Florida (No change)
The Gators had another ho-hum week on the diamond, 
taking two of three from Kentucky. A series win on the road is 
always tough, but if the Gators want to be a national seed at the 
end of the year like they thought they’d be, they’ll have to start 
winning a few more games.
5. Ole Miss (No change)
The Rebels lost two of three on the road at South Carolina , 
and there’s defi nitely no shame in that. But if Ole Miss doesn’t 
want a target on its back the rest of the season, its players will 
stop arguing with opposing coaches and showing up the crowd 
in hostile environments.
6. Vanderbilt (Up 1)
Facing Auburn over the weekend with a chance to supplant 
the Tigers as the six spot in the power rankings, Vandy took 
two of three at home in what was a dire series victory. It’ll be 
interesting to see if VU can continue to build on its recent 
momentum.
7. Auburn (Down 1)
The Tigers lost two of three on the road as expected, but AU 
is still in position to make a regional this season — a far cry 
from what any media pundits had it projected to do this year as 
one of the SEC’s recent cellar dwellers. 
8. Kentucky (No change)
If Big Blue wants to get back to the SEC Tournament in 
Hoover this year and guarantee a spot in a NCAA Regional, it’ll 
start winning series victories at home. Florida is good, but it has 
too many injuries to have pulled out two wins.
9. Alabama (No change)
The Crimson Tide fought hard on the road against LSU, last 
season’s College World Series champion, but the fall continues 
to be a bumpy one for Alabama fans. ‘Bama will have to right 
the ship quick if it’s to make the conference tourney.
10. Mississippi State (Up 1)
In last week’s pillow fi ght of the week, the Bulldogs took two 
of three from Tennessee at home. MSU scored double-digit 
runs in all three contests and took the fi nal two games of the 
series after dropping the Friday opener. 
11. Tennessee (Down 1)
Based on a fairly weak back stretch of league play, people 
were wondering if the Vols could pull out enough victories to 
stun the league and make it to Hoover. But after pulling out a 
much-needed Friday win, UT disappointed with consecutive 
losses to close out a series. 
12. Georgia (No change)
Georgia, baseball is defi nitely not on your mind. The hapless 
Bulldogs were swept yet again, this time by the SEC-leading 
Razorbacks. As much success as UGA has had against the 
Gamecocks in Athens, this might be its only chance to pull out 
a solid series victory. 
Gamecocks maintain top spot after 
series victory over Mississippi Rebels
Chris Cox
SPORTS EDITOR
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classifieds
Place  a  C lass i f i ed  ad :  p  803-777-3888   •  f  803-777-6482   • www.da i lygamecock .com
E-ma i l :  sho lmes@mai lbox .sc .edu   •  Of f ice  hours :  M-F 8 :30  am -  5  pm  •  Russe l l  House ,  Rm.  343
Additional Info
DEADLINE Additional options
Major credit cards acceptedLine classified ad rates
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication
First insertion: $2.50 per line






WHEN YOU SIGN A 4 BR LEASE 





our shuttle that day





1051 Southern Drive • Columbia, SC • (803) 255-0170 • www.CBeech.com
See Office for full details.
Apartments
PRE-REGISTRATION for Fall Students
Rollback prices 2BR $750 ($375/per/stu-
dent. No individual leases. All util incld. 
Cheapest in Town! Call Glen 799-1442
1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLOCK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com
1/2 BRS avail for summer sublease
(May-Aug) Greene St. $475/mo per/rm + 
util. Apt has 3BRS 1BA kitchn den laun-
dry room & great screenedin porch. 
Walking distance to 5PTS & USC. 
Call 704-641-6867.
Summer- need inexpensive sublet 
dwntwn. email aabrown05@gmail.com
Roommates
Large home 3,000+ sq ft pvt BR & BA on 
seperate level. $350/mo + util. Grad std. 
preferred. 791-7654
Summer sublease $379/mo 
Females only. gordon@email.sc.edu
Housing-Rent
1016 Laurens St. Beautiful USC Cam-
pus area spacious 3BR 1BA w/scrnd 
porch & prkg. Year lease $940 + dep. 
Summer lease available.. Call 803-9536 
or 803-673-4591.
Apt & House for Rent. Close/walking 
distance to USC. 1-5BR $395 & up 
Contact Security Realty 254-6113
www.securityrealty.net
1-2/M/rmmte to share fully furn. house 
dwntwn. Short term lease 429-5456
4BR 2B Old Shan Aug 1st. $1395 4BR 
2BA 5pts/Wav  $1495 June1st 318-0729
ROOMS -4-RENT Lg Spacious 
Walk  to USC  $300/mo.  Call 463-5129
Housing-Rent
Near USC 3BR 2BA home fenced yd 
modern kit w/amenities laundry room 
$900/mo year lease August 1st.
Avail June 1st if need. 706-825-9175
5BR 3BA located on Gervais St. 
Minutes away from USC/5PTS. 
All appl $1600.  413-3297
STADIUM VILAGE LOFTS -
2BR  Grad stds pref. Gated complex 
w/restrictions. Many amenities $1200/mo  
803-242-5058
Housing-Sale
Laurens St. Duplex - 2 story 3BR 1BA 
x2. Off st pkg $275k. Call 238-6916
Heathwood Upscale 5BR 3BA Home
totally renov. Sale/Rent/Lease purchase 
located dwtwn close to USC! 2FP’s in 
LR & Master (B/W BD & BA) granite in 
kitchen & BA's/Vaulted ceiling/hdwd & 
tile/SS appl/jacuzzi/deck/corner lot...
TOO MUCH TO LIST! $274,000 or 
$2,175/mo 803-600-4377
For Sale
Dorm Loft Bed & Refrigerator. Available 
for p/ May 6th. Both $200. 770-330-2698
Help Wanted
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp 
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
Lifeguards Needed - Myrtle Beach
Now & summer! Good pay & conditions 
with lodging Call 843-340-9084
eastcoaste2002@yahoo.com
Help Wanted
Looking for a Summer Job? 
15-20 Immediate Openings with flexible 
schedules On-Campus! Make $8.25/hr! 
Build your resume, earn great bonuses 
and show your Gamecock Pride! Apply 
online: ScEdu/CarolinaCallers click 
"Join Our Team!” Questions? E-mail 
Jake at James.Strang@ruffalocody.com
or call  777-4705
SUMMER WORK    
SUMMER WORK
Good pay, FT/PT sched, sales/svc, no 
exp nec, all ages 17+, cond. Apply Cola 
772-4113, Gville  864-271-7071
Vista law firm looking for a responsible, 
detail oriented person for PT File Clerk 
position 20/hrs/wk flex schedule. 




Summer Sitter needed. Jun 1-Aug-14 
M-F 9-5 for 9&12 y.o car & clean driv rec 
req. Activities include swim tennis in NE 




Summer nanny needed for 11 y.o fe-
male. Will need someone June-Mid Aug. 
Hrs will be 7:30-1:30 M,T,W &F and 
7:30-4p on Thur. Must have reliable 
transp w/good driving record. Must be 
able to swim. Candidate must have ou-
goingpersonality & be dependable. In-




PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counsel-
ors for all land, adventure & water 




Summer Help! Need Staff Now! 
Kelly’s Gym camp classes & parties. 
Must have training in gymnastics, cheer 
& sports w/children. Need to be organ-
ized, punctual & enthusiastic. $8/hr. Call 
Kelly @ 359-0433 or 360-1593.
Help Wanted
Restaurants
 WEST COLUMBIA GROUCHO’S  DELI
Now hiring. Wait Staff/Kitchen. Must be 
able to work lunchtime. Apply in person 
2265 Sunset Blvd.
Services
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP? 
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
SUMMER STORAGE
Don’t lug it home Store it at the closest 
storage to USC. Rosewood/Sumter St. 
Storage 212 S. Sumter St & 




Spanish Tutor experienced. Grammar 
my specialty. 926-3126  
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